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Beyond Bach and Vivaldi
Rare unaccompanied works for the Baroque violin

Nicola MATTEIS (fils) (late 1670s–1737)
1 Alia Fantasia 3:40

Pedro Lopes NOGUEIRA (attrib.) (c. 1700 – c. 1770)
Prelude and Fantezia in F fa ut 3:31

2 Prelude 2:16
3 Fantezia 1:14

Pietro Antonio LOCATELLI (1695–1764) 
L’arte del violino, Op. 3 (1733)

4 Concerto No. 2 in C minor – 
III. Capriccio 5:50

Thomas BALTZAR (1631–1663) 
5 Prelude in G major (Playford 1684, No. 13) 1:55
6 Allemande in C major (Mus. Sch. F. 573, fol. 29v) 1:33
7 Sarabande in G minor (Mus. Sch. F. 573, fol. 11v) 1:34
8 Prelude in G major (Playford 1684, No. 34) 3:17

Pedro Lopes NOGUEIRA (attrib.)
Prelude and Fantezia in G fa ut 1:22

9 Prelude 0:49
0 Fantezia 0:33

Nicola MATTEIS (fils)
Fantasia in C minor 11:43

! Con discretione 4:47
@ Molto adagio 6:54

Compiled and edited by John WALSH (1665/6–1736)
From Select Preludes or Volentarys for the Violin
(1705) 6:21

# Prelude by Signor Biber (Heinrich Ignaz Franz von 
Biber, 1644–1704) 0:41

$ Prelude by Signor Gasparini (attrib. Francesco 
Gasparini, 1661–1727) 1:07

% Prelude by Signor Bononcini (attrib. Antonio Maria 
Bononcini, 1677–1726 or Giovanni Bononcini, 
1670–1747) 1:22

^ Prelude by Signor Nicola (Nicola Matteis the elder, 
fl. c. 1670 – after 1713) 1:07

& Prelude by Mr Corbett (attrib. William Corbett,
1680–1748) 0:55

* Prelude by Arcangelo Corelli (1653–1713) 
(Violin Sonata No. 6, Op. 5 – III. Allegro) 1:07

Johann Georg PISENDEL (1687–1755)
Sonata for Solo Violin in A minor 17:46

( [no indication] 2:46
) Allegro 5:27
¡ Giga 4:13
™ Variatione 5:18

Heinrich Ignaz Franz von Biber (1644–1704)
Rosary (Mystery) Sonatas (1676)

£ XVI. Passacaglia in G minor 9:22

Today the best-known music for unaccompanied violin is
the set of six Sonatas and Partitas by Bach and later
imitations of them (such as the sonatas of Ysaÿe). But solo
violin music was common during Bach’s time and before,
inspired by the large earlier repertory of pieces for
unaccompanied lute or viola da gamba. Other German as
well as Italian composers wrote many unaccompanied
pieces for violin, some of them approaching Bach’s in their
demands on the player. The common feature of all such
music is that the lone string instrument must furnish a
complete harmonic texture, either by playing actual chords
or by suggesting the same through melodic figuration that
incorporates both a bass line and one or more upper
(melodic) parts. Although Bach is not known to have
owned copies of any of these compositions, he was an
eager collector of all sorts of music and could well have
heard performances of some of these pieces, particularly
those by Corelli and Pisendel.

Among the first to write pieces of this kind was Thomas
Baltzar (1631–1663), who came to England in 1655 from
the north-German city of Lübeck. Like many German and
English composers, he wrote in both the Italian and French
idioms of his day. His preludes alternate, like an Italian
Baroque keyboard toccata, between rhapsodic figuration
in quick single notes and polyphonic (chordal) playing. The
Allemande and Sarabande recorded here, although
examples of French dances, are closest in style to similar
pieces for ensemble by Baltzar’s German-speaking
contemporaries.

The latter included the Bohemian violinist-composer
Heinrich Ignaz Franz von Biber (1644–1704). Early in his
career Biber dedicated 15 Rosary Sonatas for violin and
continuo to the Archbishop of Salzburg. In the sole
surviving manuscript copy, each sonata is accompanied
by an illustration of an event from the life of the Virgin Mary.
The manuscript concludes with a Passacaglia for solo
violin, headed by a picture of a guardian angel. This
famous piece comprises 65 statements of a simple four-
note descending line, which is elaborated by additional
counterpoint and violinistic figuration of extraordinary
variety. Four times the original line comes back unadorned,
each time marking the start of a new section. The central
section (variations 21–36) achieves the highest level of
virtuosity, whereas the following section (variations 37–50)
shifts the four-note line from bass to treble and becomes
more lyrical and contrapuntal. The piece then grows more
animated again, only to end quietly.

In 1705 the English music publisher John Walsh issued
a collection of Select Preludes or Volentarys for the Violin.
The word ‘prelude’ often signified an improvisation, whether
or not it actually introduced something else. In several
earlier publications by the Neapolitan violinist Nicola
Matteis the elder, a solo prelude or fantasia introduced a
series of accompanied pieces in the same key. This
suggests that a player might have improvised something
resembling the music in Walsh’s collection before being
joined by others in a written-out composition.

Walsh’s volume comprises extracts from larger pieces,
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from the Suite for Scordatura Violin are published in Thomas Baltzar: Works for Violin, edited by Patrick Wood Uribe.
A-R Special Publications, vol. S32. Middleton, WI: A-R Editions, Inc. 2012. Used with permission.
www.areditions.com.

The Unaccompanied Solo Violin repertory before c. 1750: Noguiera Manuscript, Rhapsody Ensemble Editions,
Pauline Heather Nobes, 2001

This album serves as a foray into little-known Baroque
repertoire for the unaccompanied violin, some of which
has yet to become established in the current canon of
historical performance works.

The impassioned compositions of Nicola Matteis (fils)
(late 1670s–1737) were unprecedented in England at the
time. The two Fantasias included here are not only an
example of his virtuosic style, but also anticipate Bach’s
musical language for the solo violin. Early violinist and
composer Thomas Baltzer laid an aural foundation for
Bach’s more familiar solo pieces, as audiences today will

discover from these chosen pieces. The Preludes and
Fantasies of Nogueira are an unusual and amazing find,
enchanting in their wayward, fantastical style. Locatelli’s
wild abandon reminds us of Vivaldi’s idiomatic approach
to high positions and virtuosity, but in the context of music
for unaccompanied violin. And, it is interesting to note that
Pisendel was a student of Vivaldi and performed his works.

It was fascinating to work on this project and discover
ways in which this lesser known music can be related to
works by composers who are more famous today.

Augusta McKay Lodge



shorn of any original accompaniment. In this it resembles
the manuscript ‘solfeggi’ – excerpts from sonatas,
concertos, and arias – compiled by musicians of the time
for practice and teaching. The composers of Walsh’s
‘preludes’ include famous Italian violinists such as
Arcangelo Corelli (1653–1713) as well as others less well
known today – Bannister, Barenclow, and a ‘Mr Smith’, all
probably familiar to Walsh’s public from London
performances. The pieces are heavy on arpeggios and
other types of passagework familiar from the quick
sections of the Italian sonatas and concertos popular in
England at the time.

The selection heard here includes the complete third
movement from Corelli’s Sonata, Op. 5, No. 6 (first printed
in 1700). Shorter excerpts are attributed to William Corbett
(1680–1748), who amassed a collection of violins,
including one allegedly owned by Corelli; ‘Signr.
Gasperini’, presumably the opera composer Francesco
Gasparini (1661–1727), who was Vivaldi’s colleague in
Venice; ‘Signr. Nicola’, which must be Nicola Matteis (fl. c.
1670–after 1713); ‘Sigr. Bononcini’, possibly the cellist
Antonio Maria Bononcini (1677–1726), although his better-
known brother Giovanni (1670–1747) would come to
London about 1706; and Biber.

Matteis, who had settled in England around 1670, lived
there until at least 1700, becoming one of the most prolific
composers for the violin in that country. The writer John
Evelyn praised him for being able to make his violin ‘speak
like the voice of a man’ and sound ‘like a consort of several
instruments’ – that is, to excel in both expressive and
chordal playing. Once when Matteis participated in the
popular activity of a musical contest, the competing
violinist could only ‘stand and stare at him’. The first of
many virtuoso Italian violinists to make their career in
England, Matteis was credited with introducing a more
modern bow grip (with the fingers not touching the hair),
though he was criticised for holding the instrument
unusually low, ‘almost against the girdle’.

Matteis had a son, a violinist also named Nicola (late
1670s–1737), who left England around 1700 for Vienna.
There he eventually composed many ballets for the
imperial opera. Two solo fantasias by ‘Sigre. Matteis’,

preserved in a manuscript that may have belonged to the
German violinist Pisendel, are probably by the younger
Matteis. The shorter of the two, in A minor, consists mainly
of chords, inviting improvisatory elaboration by the player.
The two sections of the longer one, in C minor, resemble
a prelude and fugue, thus corresponding to the opening
movements in the first six sonatas of Corelli’s Op. 5 (and
in Bach’s three unaccompanied Sonatas). The marking
Con discretione in the first section, common in keyboard
music of the period, directs performance with rhythmic
freedom (‘discretion’). The second section, although
designated Molto adagio (‘very slow’), is in a contrapuntal
texture that usually proceeded at a more-steady pace.

Johann Georg Pisendel (1687–1755), who may have
owned these pieces, was himself an important composer
and violinist. A pupil of the violinist-composer Torelli, he
knew Bach and from 1712 onward worked at the Saxon
court in Dresden, where he eventually led the court
orchestra. The date of his one unaccompanied sonata is
unknown, but it approaches Bach’s pieces of this type
(completed in 1720) in the florid embellishment of its
opening movement, the adventurous harmony of the
following Allegro, and the polyphonic texture of the closing
Giga and Variatione.

Whether Pisendel knew the Italian violinist and
composer Pietro Antonio Locatelli (1695–1764) is
uncertain. But he must have known the latter’s L’arte del
violino (‘The Art of the Violin’), a set of twelve concertos
for violin and strings published in 1733. By then the
composer had settled in Amsterdam after years of travel,
especially in Germany. The outer movements in each
concerto are furnished with capricci (‘caprices’), extended
solos of a particularly challenging nature. Today viewed as
predecessors of Paganini’s 24 Caprices, these derived
from solo inserts in earlier concertos that were
occasionally written out (as by Vivaldi) but more often were
probably improvised (as in Handel’s Organ Concertos).

Locatelli’s capricci are only tenuously related to the
movements to which they belong, making them suitable
for performance on their own. In the capriccio for the
concluding Andante of the C minor Concerto, Op. 3, No. 2,
intensive use of wide melodic intervals (leaps) forces the

player to lift the bow repeatedly, jumping back and forth
between non-adjacent strings without interrupting the
elegant flow of the music. As in all of Locatelli’s capricci, at
its conclusion the player must improvise a cadenza that
would have led originally to the final restatement of the
movement’s main theme (ritornello) by the whole
ensemble.

From around the same time are the two Prelude and
Fantezia pairs attributed to the obscure Portuguese
violinist Pedro Lopes Nogueira, who is known to have

been working in Lisbon in 1720. Preserved in a unique
manuscript from the early 18th century, the pieces are
presumably Nogueira’s own, part of a series of 24 such
pairs in all keys. The manuscript as a whole represents an
unparalleled body of teaching material, containing
numerous indications of fingering, written out cadenzas,
and other matter. The musical style is close to that of
contemporary Italian composers such as Vivaldi.

David Schulenberg

Thanks to:

Advisor: Dr Benjamin Sosland, The Juilliard School
Teachers: (In alphabetical order) Elizabeth Blumenstock, Monica Huggett, Robert Mealy, Stanley Ritchie, 
Cynthia Roberts, for their support 
Liner notes: David Schulenberg • Sources: Robert Mealy
Bow: Long bow by Basil de Visser and short bow by Louis Bégin • Violin: Jason Viseltear



Augusta McKay Lodge
Based in New York and Paris, Augusta McKay
Lodge is an international prize-winning violinist
specialising in historical performance. She has
performed at Lincoln Center’s Alice Tully Hall with
Juilliard415, the Kennedy Center in Washington,
D.C., the Kosciuszko Foundation, Carnegie Hall,
the French Consulate and the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York, Severance Hall in
Cleveland, and appeared as a concerto soloist in a
series of concerts with the Indianapolis Baroque
Orchestra. An avid chamber and orchestral
musician, McKay Lodge is a 2016 English Concert
American Fellow (a programme supported by
TECA), a 2017 Juilliard-Mercury Fellow; and a
Kovner Fellow at The Juilliard School. She performs
regularly in leading historical orchestras such as
Les Arts Florissants, The American Classical
Orchestra, Mercury: an Orchestra Redefined, the
Oregon Bach Festival, and Apollo’s Fire: The
Cleveland Baroque Orchestra. As an orchestral
leader, McKay Lodge is well-versed in the role of
concertmaster. She has led Juilliard415 under the
baton of Nicholas McGegan, William Christie,
Masaaki Suzuki, Ton Koopman and Kristian
Bezuidenhout, and she is a founding member of her
own ensemble, Voyage Sonique, based  in New
York. McKay Lodge is a native of Oberlin, Ohio. At
the age of 25 she earned a Bachelor of Music from
Oberlin Conservatory of Music, a Masters of Music
from Indiana University Jacobs School, and a
Masters from The Juilliard School in historical
performance. McKay Lodge plays a Jason Viseltear
Baroque violin from 2014.  
www.augustamckaylodge.com
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Though Bach’s set of six Sonatas and Partitas represents the pinnacle of writing for the
solo violin, the Baroque repertoire was rich in compositions for the unaccompanied
violin, much of which remains little explored. On this recording Augusta McKay Lodge,
hailed as ‘the real thing, a true virtuoso’ (Seen and Heard), explores masters of the genre
such as Biber, Locatelli and Pisendel but delves deeper to include the impassioned works
of Nicola Matteis, the Franco-Italian warmth of Thomas Baltzar and a series of other
long-overshadowed works by their contemporaries. DDD
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AUGUSTA McKAY LODGE
Beyond Bach and Vivaldi

Recorded: 12–15 May 2017 at Skillman Music Recording Studio, New York City, NY, USA
Producer, engineer and editor: Wei-xiong Wang • Booklet notes: Augusta McKay Lodge, David Schulenberg

This recording was made possible with the support of the Kovner Fellowship at The Juilliard School
Photo of Augusta McKay Lodge: Natasha Komoda

Playing Time
68:26 

Nicola MATTEIS (fils)
(late 1670s–1737)

1 Alia Fantasia 3:40
Pedro Lopes NOGUEIRA 
(attrib.) (c. 1700–c. 1770)

2–3 Prelude and Fantezia in 
F fa ut 3:31
Pietro Antonio LOCATELLI 
(1695–1764)

4 L’arte del violino, Op. 3 (1733)
Concerto No. 2 in C minor –
III. Capriccio 5:50
Thomas BALTZAR (1631–1663)

5 Prelude in G major 1:55
6 Allemande in C major 1:33
7 Sarabande in G minor 1:34
8 Prelude in G major 3:17

Pedro Lopes NOGUEIRA (attrib.)
9–0 Prelude and Fantezia in 

G fa ut 1:22
Nicola MATTEIS (fils)

!–@ Fantasia in C minor 11:43
Compiled and edited by
John WALSH (1665/6–1736)

#–* Select Preludes or Volentarys
for the Violin (1705) (exc.) 6:21
Johann Georg PISENDEL 
(1687–1755)

(–™ Sonata for Solo Violin in 
A minor 17:46
Heinrich Ignaz Franz von BIBER 
(1644–1704)

£ Rosary (Mystery) Sonatas (1676)
XVI. Passacaglia in G minor 9:22

A detailed track list can be found inside the booklet
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